
2019 DISC Syndicate Topics 

1. There have been recent changes to the structure and mix of Industry Associations 

supporting the Defence sector.  How are these changes being viewed by industry, and in 

particular, the Small to Medium Enterprises (SMEs) ?  Do these changes mean anything to 

Defence as a customer, or Defence, through CDIC and DST, as a sponsor and supporter of 

innovation and capability experimentation ?  Are State Governments benefiting from the 

changes ? 

Mentor: GPCAPT Mark Reynolds 

2. A key element of the 2016 Defence Industry Policy Statement is the commitment to 

engage with industry earlier in the capability development life cycle.  Defence recognises the 

significant resource investment companies make in their R&D and Innovation programs, and 

complements this investment with programs to support companies in these endeavours.  It is 

extremely important for both Industry and Defence that such investment receives proper 

consideration as part of the Defence Integrated Investment Plan and with those 

companies/consortia that will eventually bid for the programs in the IIP.   

How can Defence and Industry use the channels currently available to maximise the exposure 

of local innovation solutions ?  What additional methods can used to support industry to 

promote and demonstrate the capabilities developed under their own R&D and innovations 

developed with the support of Defence to both Defence and the potential tenderers for the 

programs ? 

Mentor: Andrew Hodgkinson, Assistant Secretary Defence Capability and Innovation, SPI 

3. Equipment Fleet Management is undertaken in a variety of ways for 

Defence.  Industry is critical to the efficiency and effectiveness of vehicle availability and 

reliability.  Sustainment solutions vary from fully outsourced off-base maintenance including 

full supply chain control, to full Defence inventory control with hybrid Defence and industry 

maintenance workforces on Defence establishments.  This variety and complexity is seen as 

historically sub-optimal in a post-FPR and Smart Buyer environment. 

What are the critical elements of Equipment Fleet Management for Defence as both the 

contracting authority and the end user, and for industry ?  Given the longevity of the fleets 

used by Defence, what are the characteristics of a resilient and cost-effective sustainment 

capability ?  In commercial terms, what are key measurements needed by both Defence and 

industry to achieve on-going success for both over the long term ? 

Mentor: COL Mal Brick, Director Land Sustainment Management, Land Systems Division 

4. Two of the major themes from the 2015 Defence First Principles Review were 

achieving standardisation and efficiency across Defence.  CASG has adopted a Functional 

structure to enable streamlining of work in SPOs allowing improvement and simplification of 

the way business is conducted; drive consistency, improvement and innovation by 

standardising policies, business processes and procedures; and provide clear guidance on 

governance and assurance within the functions.  Significant progress has been made in 

putting this model and place and the Functions are now tackling Assurance.  The assurance 

needs to be risk based, efficient and effective. 

What lessons can industry provide to Defence and CASG to ensure standardisation and 

efficiency are achieved in overlaying governance and assurance on the policies, procedures 

and practices in the Functional model ?  How does CASG ensure the Functions remain 

integrated as an enabling capability to deliver for the ADF ?  Do the commercial 

requirements and incentives for industry drive it towards a different model to deliver 

standardisation and efficiency in their assurance approaches? 

Mentor: Meryl Clarke and Ed Louis 
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5. As Information and Communications Technology (ICT) becomes integrated into 

almost all aspects of Defence operations and capability, the need for cyber security rises.  

This has placed an increased emphasis on assuring that ICT is secure by design and that 

products and capabilities acquired by Defence are safe, secure, and able to operate in a cyber-

contested environment and be resilient to emerging threats. 

Noting the impact on cost, schedule, functionality, and performance that can be associated 

with assurance activities and security controls, how can Defence and Industry best ensure in a 

balanced way that ICT components, products and capabilities (from creation of designs 

through to delivery) are safe, secure, and resilient to meet the operational requirements of 

Defence ?  How should Defence and Industry ensure that competitive advantage and 

capability advantage is not lost through compromises of the supply chain ?  How can Defence 

contract for ICT capabilities that continue to keep pace with technological developments post 

contract Award ? 

Mentor: Rosemary Gauci, Acting Assistant Secretary Critical System, Joint Systems Division 

6. Defence has made a number of changes to its Security and Vetting systems for 

industry in line with Whole of Government requirements.  In particular it has completely 

overhauled the Defence Industrial Security Program (DISP) and modified the sponsor 

arrangements for security clearances.  Explore the implications of these changes for Primes 

and SMEs including the overheads associated with program compliance; the question of need 

when tendering; the ability to outsource for expertise; and the value in aligning with Primes.  

What aspects of the total SVS package are working well and how can the program and 

clearance systems be improved ? 

Mentor: Dan Fortune, Assistant Secretary Security Vetting Services 


